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Structured Quantitative Inquiry 
Labs (SQILabs)
- Focus on nature of scientific measurement and 
uncertainty.
- Students make and reflect on measurements and 
quantitative comparisons, then plan and iterate to 
improve experimental methods.

Reflection Activities to Promote 
Positive Student Attitudes
Example (weekly) prompt:
What have you learned in this lab that is useful for you 

as a scientist?

Example student response:
...The activity [about histograms] really boosted our 

creativity and really made us thinking [sic] what is 
the most appropriate and accurate way to find the 
answer. It is similar like [sic] having a scientific 
question, then creating / designing an experiment to 
solve the question. This skill is very important as a 
scientist.

Discussion & Future Work
- Reflection activities: Might make more 

effective by revising types of questions, 
timing and frequency, grading method, type 
of in-class follow-up, etc.

- E-CLASS may not have captured student 
attitudes that we targeted, e.g., self-identity 
as a scientist, connection of physics lab 
with other courses and everyday life.  Other 
survey tools may be more appropriate. 

- Future work:
      - Analyze students' written reflections to 

look for evolution in sophistication
      - Perhaps A/B test in SQILab course to 

compare student attitudes with and without 
weekly reflections
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E-CLASS
- Colorado Learning Attitudes about Science Survey for 

Experimental Physics
- 30 statements: students rate agreement.
- E.g., The primary purpose of doing a physics 

experiment is to confirm previously known results. 
(Agree, Disagree, Neutral)

Preliminary Results

Average (3-point) E-CLASS scores on questions about personal beliefs for the four courses.  Left panel: all 30 
E-CLASS statements.  Right panel: 12 E-CLASS statements selected to align with SQILabs learning goals.

- Student attitudes became slightly more positive 
during each SQILabs course.
     -- Positive shift robust for all years/versions of SQILabs course
     -- However, reflection prompts don’t seem to affect results

- Student attitudes in traditional lab course worsened.
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- An important goal of university physics courses is promoting more 
positive student attitudes about physics.  E.g.,:
     -- appreciating physics as an evidence-based way of understanding 
           the world
     -- building self-identity as a scientist

- E-CLASS (see below): tool to measure student attitudes

- Discouragingly, physics courses typically cause students to have more 
negative attitudes about science

Introduction
- Lecture-based courses that do improve student attitudes tend to target 
student epistemologies explicitly throughout

- SQILabs (see below):
     -- previously shown to maintain student attitudes
     -- surprising result, because student behaviors in lab and written work in 
lab books indicate student epistemologies become more expert-like

Question:  Can weekly reflection activities in SQILabs help students 
recognize their learning and promote positive attitudes?

TABLE I. Physics laboratory courses in this study. a Pre and Post E-CLASS scores averaged over all statements and all students; b Same as
footnote (a) but only for “Central+Reflection” statements. Pre and Post E-CLASS scores and their uncertainties are depicted in Fig. 1.

Course Type Length Student population Reflections N(valid) hPreia hPostia hPreib hPostib

T1 Traditional 1 semester Life sciences majors None 322 0.52 0.43 0.51 0.43
S1 SQILabs 1 semester Enriched physical science None 69 0.61 0.62 0.57 0.62
S2R SQILabs 2 semesters Enriched physical science Same weekly 22 0.58 0.59 0.61 0.66
S3R SQILabs 1 semester Non-enriched physical science Different weekly 89 0.60 0.61 0.60 0.64

impact on the attitudes addressed by this selected subset of
E-CLASS statements. In §IV we discuss these results and
describe directions for future work.

II. METHODS

A. Courses

This work takes place in four introductory physics labora-
tory courses at UBC (see Table I). The traditional lab course
(T1) is the most common path for life science majors. The
other three courses are different years and versions of the
SQILabs (S1, S2R, S3R); these are the most common paths
for physical sciences majors. Courses S1 and S2R are part of
an enriched physics sequence, while S3R is not.

B. Reflection questions

The curricula for all of the SQILabs courses (S1, S2R,
S3R) are very similar, a main difference being the pres-
ence or absence of specific prompts that we call “reflection
questions.” In S2R and S3R, students were asked to an-
swer weekly questions intended to help them view themselves
as developing scientists and to connect their learning in the
course to their everyday lives and to their future careers as
scientists. In S2R, students answered the same two questions
(written in their lab books) at the end of each lab session:
“What have you learned in this lab that is useful for you as
a scientist?” and “Where does this fit into the flowchart for
how experimental physicists work?” (referring to a flowchart
adapted from unpulished work by H. Lewandowski et al.). An
example response to this question was, “...The activity [about
histograms] really boosted our creativity and really made us
thinking [sic] what is the most appropriate and accurate way
to find the answer. It is similar like [sic] having a scientific
question, then creating / designing an experiment to solve the
question. This skill is very important as a scientist.” Each lab
session typically began with a short discussion of students’
reflection responses from the previous week.

In course S3R, every week students answered different re-
flection questions that were tailored to what students were
learning in the lab that week. These questions were given as
a weekly prelab assignment, answered through the university

online platform. For example, in the week after students be-
gan practicing iteration to improve measurement uncertainty,
students answered the question, “Think of a measurement
you’ve made previously, outside this class (e.g., in another
science lab course, or in your everyday life). (a) Describe the
measurement very briefly. (b) What do you think is a major
source of uncertainty in the measurement? (c) What are some
reasons you might want to improve the quality of your mea-
surement? (d) Brainstorm and write down some ways you
could improve it.” An example response to this question was:
“I have measured my weight every day for a month. Once
[sic] source of error was that I was not being consistent in
the time of the day that I was weighing myself and as a result
some of the daily fluctuations that I saw was as a result of tak-
ing measurements differently every day. In other words, the
changes did not really reflect true changes in my weight...I
should weigh myself every day at the same time during the
day and should wear the same clothing every time I weigh
myself. It is also important that I use the same scale every
day.”

Another example of a reflection prompt used in course S3R
is:“As you wrap up this course and look ahead, what are two
things you have learned in [Physics XXX] that you plan to use
in your future science courses and career?” In both S2R and
S3R, students received participation credit for their responses
to the reflection prompts.

C. E-CLASS tool

In order to measure the evolution of student attitudes over
time, we gave students the E-CLASS (online) at the begin-
ning and end of their course. (Students were offered a small
amount of course credit for completing the survey.) The E-
CLASS is a survey consisting of 30 statements about con-
cepts in experimental physics; for each statement, students
rate their level of agreement to the two questions, “What do
YOU think when doing experiments for class?” (personal
beliefs) and “What would experimental physicists say about
their research?” (beliefs about experts). The E-CLASS has
been validated with a statistical study of thousands of stu-
dents, as well as interviews with students and faculty [12, 13].

Following [12] and [16], we collapsed students’ responses
to E-CLASS statements from a 5-point Likert scale to 3-
point Likert scale (Strongly Agree and Agree are equivalent;


